
Guarantee Certificate
We guarantee you on the acquision of a product from GreenGoods 

Enterprise Co.,Ltd being grateful for the confidence to our company.

Our products have been submitted to the most rigorous controls of quality 

before going out of factory. Nevertheless, if some problems arises, we 

request you read attentively these conditions of guarantee and put in touch 

with our Export Department to the 

Telephone: +86-563-3010209 or 

Telefax: 0086-563-3010046

Terms and conditions of the guarantee

The Certificate of Guarantee that issued by GreenGoods Enterprise Co., Ltd, 

guarantees the quality of product that protects, in the terms legally 

established, during a period of two years from the delivery date of the same 

one.

The following deficiencies are not included: caused for negligence, blows, 

use, maintenance or undue manipulations, not suitable tension, neither 

incorrect installation, nor materials submitted to wear by the normal use; as 

well as accidents, natural catastrophes or any other reasons foreign to the 

control of GreenGoods Enterprise Co., Ltd.



In those effects that justify the use of the guarantee, it will be chosen for 

substitution of its accessories or return the goods in the next orders, in the 

terms legally established.

The guarantee will lose its vale:

1. if they are modified, they alter or replace some of the information of the 

same one.

2. if there is manipulated or repairs the product guaranteed without 

knowledge of GreenGoods Enterprise Co.,Ltd.

3. if this certificate lacks the signature or stamp of the establishments.

To use the guarantee, there is indispensable the presentation of the 

certificate of guarantee together with the contract or P/I of the order.

To make the guarantee effective, please contact with our Export Department:

Tel: +86-563-3010209

Fax:+86-563-3010046

E-mmail: info@cngreengoods.com

        www.cngreengoods.com

Guarantee Certificate

GreenGoods Enterprise Co., Ltd 

Add: 4-205#, Mei Yuan Xin Cun, 

Xuancheng, Anhui, China, 242000

Customer Name:

Company:

Address:

City:

Country:

Tel:                   Fax:                  E-mail:

Item No.:

Date of Contract or Proforma Invoice:

Signature-Stamp:


